Nor does the poem in which the word was first put forward merit the epithet " divine" which was applied to it not only by the city council of Verona but also by the learned scholar and critic J. C. Scaliger. Two years after Fracastor's death the city council determined to erect a marble statue in his honour, and in the decree which authorized the memorial he is referred to as one who "equalled" the most celebrated of his contemporaries in skill in philosophy and medicine, but in letters, and especially in poetry, " excelled" not only many ancient writers but all who since their time had earned a name for that class of literature. The outstanding merit of the scientific works to which I have referred above does not appear to have been recognized at all by his fellow citizens and not very highly by his professional contemporaries generally;
Fracastor's poem Syphilidis, sive de Morbo Gallico, libri tres, has been translated into English several times from Nahum Tate's version in 1686 to that of Mr.
Heneage Wynne-Finch in 1935 . But no English translation of the De Contagionibus was made till 1930, when Professor Wilmer Cave Wright's translation was published. A French version by Meunier had appeared in 1893 and a German one by Fossel in 1910. Neither of these translations is altogether accurate and the German one has the further disadvantage of being abridged. Mrs. Wright's translation is by far the best, but even in that there is a slip in one important passage. It is, however, accompanied by an excellent life of Fracastor and a number of valuable notes. An admirable review of Fracastor's scientific writings by Professor and Mrs. Singer will be found in the first number of the Annals of Medical History (1917), 1, 1.
Fracastor's real title to fame in the history of medicine and especially of epidemiology, rests on his work on contagion, contagious diseases and their treatment, which is divided into three books. Yet it is only within the last thirty years or so that his merit in respect of this has been justly recognized. In this work he discusses two very important questions connected with the phenomena of epidemics, namely, the intimate nature of contagion and its mode of action, and the part contagion plays in epidemics. He also touches incidentally on the specificity of infectious diseases and gives the first clear description of typhus fever, which before his day had been more or less confused with other forms of continued fever. Now, as everyone knows, the fact of contagion was recognized centuries before Fracastor's time, but so far as I am aware, no writer had seriously attempted to inquire into its nature and strictly to define it. And that is what Fracastor did, in so far as the science of the day allowed. The three principal ways in which contagion can be spread, that is by contact, by fomites and by the air, were also known; but again no explanation of them had been forthcoming. Fracastor offered a solution of these problems based upon what he believed to be the intimate nature of the agent involved.
Fracastor had touched on the subject of contagion in the first book of his poem on syphilis, which was published sixteen years before the work on contagion. Professor and Mrs. Singer are of the opinion that in that poem Fracastor foreshadowed his doctrine of disease germs; but I can find nothing in it to show that he had at that time advanced by a single step beyond the Lucretian conception of the origin of epidemics, which were supposed to be due to the accidental combination of atoms (semina, corpora), taking place in the air or arising under certain conditions from the earth. The Lucretian theory of epidemics is, in effect, the miasmatic theory, and in it contagion plays no part.
In the first chapter of the De Contagionibus Fracastor begins to build up his definition of contagion and he goes on to do so step by step. Not till the end of the ninth chapter is the definition complete. It is not necessary to follow him in minute detail, for of a truth the crux of the matter lies in what he writes about 269f 342 seminaria, of which more anon. Briefly it may be stated that according to Fracastor contagion is a particular variety of infection, it is an infection which passes from one thing to another. (Fracastor uses the word infectio, which is not a classical word, but the classical writers employ the verb inficere, to stain, to corrupt.) He mentions two other varieties of infection, namely poisons and putrefactions. But while contagions and putrefactions are always infections, infections are not necessarily either contagions or putrefactions. Poisons, such as arsenic, opium, snake venom, were classed by Fracastor as infections only, because their effects are limited to the poisoned individual and cannot be passed on to another person; they are not, as we would say, catching. The essential characters of contagions and putrefactions are that they are infections which pass from one thing to another, and the infection in the thing secondarily infected is of exactly the same nature as in the thing first affected. Further, a contagion is always also a putrefaction, but a putrefaction is not necessarily a contagion. There are always two bodies concerned in contagion, and these bodies are either separate from one another, and then the transference of infection is contagion properly so called, or they are continuous parts of one and the same body, and then the transference is not the true but only a sort of contagion. Finally, Fracastor defines contagion as an exactly similar putrefaction passing from one thing to another, the germs of which possess great activity, as they are of a stropg and tenacious combination and have not only a material but also a spiritual antipathy to an animal organism ". (Erit contagio consimilis de uno in aliud transiens putrefactio, cujus seminaria actionis multae sunt, in forti ac lenta mistione2 constituta, ac antipathiam ad animal habentia non solum materialem sed et spiritualemn etiam.)
It will be observed that the word germs (seminaria) occurs in this definition; but Fracastor had used it earlier in this book, in Chapter 3. It is noteworthy that only in one place in the three books does he use the word semen, and in that instance possibly through inadvertence. In the poem on syphilis he had used only the word semen. Professor Wright suggests that Fracastor confined himself to that word in the poem because the word seminarium cannot be worked into a hexameter line, as it does not scan suitably.3 According to this suggestion Fracastor would have used seminarium in the poem if he could have done so. I doubt this. There is so great an advance in his ideas on contagion between the Syphilis and the De Contagionibus that it was, in my view, almost necessary that he should employ some word, which, while it contained the root idea of the word semen, which Lucretius had used, should also indicate that it meant something more. Lucretius uses the word semen not only of animals but also of the particles which he supposes to fly from a magnet when attracting a piece of iron; and, generally, of the " atoms" of his atomic theory. Fracastor in his book on the sympathy and antipathy of things (Chapters 11 and 14), which is a prelude to his book on contagion, and was published with it, employs the word semen of human beings.
Fracastor's very brief definition of seminaria is to be found at the end of Chapter 3 of Book I. In this chapter he discusses contagion which infects by contact alone. He has stated that "putrefaction is a certain dissolution of a combinationi when the innate heat and moisture evaporate; but the principle of this evaporation is always some foreign heat ". (Est auttem putrefactio dissoluttio quaedam mistionis calido innato evaporante, atque humido; ejus vero evaporationis principium semper est aliena caliditas.) Now in the case of two fruits, such as grapes and apples touching one another, when one of them becomes corrupted by this foreign, extraneous 2 Mistio, commistio, is "Ia technical term of medinval science and is of Aristotelian origin. It is used to denote the manner and proportion in which the qnalities or the elements are mingled in any body "; i.e. heat and cold, dryness and moisture, fire, air, water, and earth. (Professor and Mrs. Singer, loc. cit., p. 23.) Fracastor also uses the word mistus in the same sense.
Hieronymi Fracastorii De Contagione, Kc., 1930, p. xxii, footnote. heat, whether from the air or from the surrounding moisture, that is not contagion, but is simply putrefaction. But when a second fruit in contact with the first becomes infected by the extraneous heat passing to it from the first, then that is contagion, provided always that the character of the putrefaction is the same in the second as in the first fruit. Now the extraneous heat is passed from the first to the second fruit by means of imperceptible particles evaporating from the first. Some of these particles are hot and dry, others are hot and moist. It is the hot and moist particles evaporating from the first fruit that produce the same putrefaction in the second, and they are " the principle and germ of this putrefaction " (principium et semninarium ejus putrefactionis). Finally, Fracastor defines the seminaria as being " those particles beyond the ken of our senses which are hot and sharp on evaporation, but are moist in combination " (that is when they are combined together; particulae illae insensibiles quae evaporant, calidae quidem et acres, sed humidae commistione).
Most modern commentators on Fracastor's De Contagionibus agree that in it he foreshadowed the present-day doctrine of the contagium vivumn, that is of the germ theory of infectious diseases, a view with which I concur. But that does not mean that such commentators believe that Fracastor's seminaria were the same as protozoa and bacteria. According to him the seminaria were combinations of particles. Possibly it was this conception that the agents of contagion were collections of particles, particles which were suggested by the semina of Lucretius, that led Fracastor to apply to them the term seminaria (seed-plots). These combinations were so minute as to be beyond appreciation by the senses (it is to be remembered that in his day the microscope had not been invented); they lived; they could be begotten and could beget (I, 6 and 7), and what they begot Fracastor calls their offspring (suboles) (I, 7; II, 3). They could also be destroyed by heat and cold (III, 2). All of these combinations were endowed with the quality of tenacity due to the presence of tenacious particles. But the tenacity of the whole combination was tempered by the presence of other particles, described as being sharp, strong or weak; and it was the proportion in which the various sorts of particles were combined, with the addition of such qualities as heat, dryness, moisture, and so on, that determined not only the mode of action and length of existence of the combinations, but also the nature of the disease. As I understand Fracastor's description, the tenacity, moisture, hardness and ability to reproduce themselves, are the most important qualities of the particles of the seminaria. It is in virtue of the tenacity that the seminaria are able to adhere to those humours of the body with which they have a specific affinity (analogia), and upon which they exert a dissolving action (I, 4, 6, 7; II, 3). In the case especially of contagion effected at a distance, that is through the air, the action of the seminaria is aided by a spiritual quality which has an " antipathy to the natural heat [i.e. of the body] and even to the soul itself " (ac demum non materialem solutm antipathiam ad naturalern calorem et ad animam ipsam sed et spiritualem, II, 3; see also I, 7). In the latter of the chapters just referred to (I, 7), Fracastor is trying to account for the convection of contagion, that is of the seminaria, through the air, and he appears to find that a difficult proposition. In I, 6, and III, 3, he inveighs strongly against those who appeal to the occult for the solution of difficult problems. Anyone who has read the literature of epidemic diseases, not only of Fracastor's time, but even for many years after, including the writings of Sydenham, must have noticed how often appeal was made to an occult and secret disposition of the air as an explanation of epidemics. Fracastor would have nothing to do with the occult; and in bringing in a spiritual quality (pertaining to one of the spirits, vital, animal or natural, he does not state which), to explain a difficult point he made use of an agent, the existence of whicb was a cardinal belief with him and his contemporaries.
From the account, thus briefly summarized, which Fracastor gives of his seminaria it is clear that whatever form, if any, he mentally endowed them with they performed all the most important functions of protozoa and bacteria. Whether he regarded them as being alive in the modern sense of the word is doubtless open to question. In his day there was no such distinction drawn between the animate and the inanimate as there is now. I could quote several passages from the works of Jerome Cardan, one of Fracastor's contemporaries, to show that even metals were regarded as being " alive ". The Singers express the view that " it is idle to discuss whether he [Fracastor] regarded these germs, seeds or semina as being living or non-living, since the distinction would not have appeared important to him ". I am not, however, disposed to agree unreservedly with this statement, even when I recall Cardan's views on the subject to which I have just referred. I have already mentioned the qualities, so suggestive of life, which Fracastor associated with the seminaria. I may add to the passages in which these qualities are set forth two others. In one the seminaria are described as being dispersed and taking root in all directions (in the body; III, 6; quum seminaria jam dispersa erant et radices undique egerant). In the other, which occurs in the chapter in which he discusses whether all contagion is or is not a sort of putrefaction (I, 9) , he states that in putrefactions a generation ' takes place which is either of an animal nature or of something else which has a single, fixed form with a combination and arrangement of its own (I, 9; generatio aliquta provenit aut animalis aut alterius quodformam unam et certamn habet et mistionis rationem ac digestionens suam). Though in this passage Fracastor does not call this generation a contagion, yet it follows from what he says later of the generation of contagion from putrefaction that it is contagion that he has in his mind. Further, when you turn to Fracastor's book on the treatment of contagious diseases, you will find that he is very emphatic in respect of the differences between contagious and other diseases, because of the presence of the seminaria in the former. There are two most important points in his method of treatment, and they depend upon the nature of the germs. First, treatment should be begun early, " for when the germs are killed, the disease will progress no furthers" (III, 1; iis enimn interemptis nihil praeterea procedet morbits). Secondly, the remedies to be used should be those which destroy or repel the germs (III, 2). These remedies range from fire and caustics in suitable cases (III, 7), to the drugs which were considered in those days to have the requisite destructive action (III, 11) . I find it difficult to resist the conclusion that in Fracastor's mind there was more than a glimmering notion that the seminaria were living in the presentday sense of the word. The very fact that he uses the word semninaria shows that he conceived them to be different from the semina of Lucretius. But whatever doubt there may be as to the meaning of Fracastor's statements concerning contagion and seminaria, there can be none on his views in respect of specificity, though he does not appear to have recognized the importance of those views. The differentiation of diseases had, it is well known, been recognized from very early times in the history of medicine. But that is a very different thing from specificity, a doctrine which was never firmly established till well on in the nineteenth century, three hundred years after Fracastor's death. All through the book De Contagionibus, whether writing of contagion or seminaria, Fracastor is insisting on specificity, even though he does not use that word or an equivalent. For an infection or putrefaction to be also a contagion it was necessary that the infection or putrefaction should be exactly the same (consimilis) in both the infecting and the infected body. And as regards the seminaria he was equally definite and emphatic, as the following passages show: In these contagions [that is contagions at a distance] not only nmust putrefaction be caused, but from the first germs others also must be begotten and propagated that are similar to the first in their nature and combination" (I, 6; Oportet auttem in hisce contagionibus non putrefactionem solum fieri, sed a primis seminariis et alia quoque gigni et propagari, quae ipsis similia natura sint et mistione); and again, when he is writing of the way the germs attack a living creature at a distance: " The first germs . . . beget and propagate others exactly like themselves, and these again others " (I, 7; prima enim seminaria . . .consimilia sibi alia generant et propagant, et haec alia). In another passage Fracastor draws attention to the fact that " the specific affinities of contagions are indeed many, and in the highest degree wonderful" (I, 8; Contagionum autem analogiae multiplices quidem sunt et maxime admirandae) ; some attack trees, others men, and so on. In these quotations specificity is most clearly indicated as a quality of contagions and of the seminaria. It is interesting to note that nearly two hundred years later Thomas Fuller, in his Exanthematologia, published in 1730, explained specificity by assuming that there were two sorts of very minute bodies, the ovula which existed in the human body, and the afflatus genitalis, or male principle, which existed in the air. I suspect that this idea was derived from Fracastor's seminaria.
In the twelfth chapter of the book De Contagionibuts Fracastor observes that some people catch infection very easily while others become infected with difficulty or not at all. This leads him to ask the question whether it would not be possible to immunize a person against pestilential diseases as is done against poisons. This suggestion of immunization against infectious diseases implies a belief in their specificity.
I have gone somewhat minutely into the question of Fracastor's conception of the essence of contagion to show that it was not mere guesswork on his part, but that he had thought the subject out from the facts at his disposal. Whether he made specific experiments or not I do not know-for instance, in support of his statement that germs are destroyed by heat and cold; but he had certainly made observations on the natural phenomena of contagion as occurring in plants, fruits, men, and animals. The next question with which I am to deal is Fracastor's application of the hypothesis of such an infecting agent as I have outlined above to the explanation of epidemics, or I ought rather to say of some epidemics.
Fracastor's views on this subject will be found chiefly in the twelfth chapter of the book De Contaqionibus which is headed " Concerning other differences of contagion." Fracastor was not only not a voluminous writer but he was also very concise in his style and wasted no words. To understand what he means, the chapter, which is the longest of the thirteen chapters of which the book consists, must be read very carefully.
Fracastor opens the chapter by stating that contagion may begin in one individual person, and it may begin in two ways. It may arise primarily in that person's body or it may be imported into it from without. This of course implies a belief in spontaneous generation: and in fact Fracastor did believe in that doctrine, a belief which is not inconsistent with that of the contagiutm vivum. Fracastor explains the spontaneous origin of germs in a living body in a way that I will state presently. After having explained the spontaneous origin of germs he goes on to say that the germs of contagion may also enter our bodies from outside, without having primarily arisen in any body. " Because we often see diseases spreading amongst the people which are called Epidemics, of which some are indeed common to many cities and districts, but these diseases are not contagious and are called merely common. But there are others [that is of those diseases which spread amongst the people] which are contagious, that is, when once they have been generated in one individual they transfer the contagion to another individual quite apart from that disposition of the air which is known as common [and gives rise to the diseases known as merely common]. These diseases are called not only common but at the same time contagious"; (quoniam saepe videmus popu,lariter vagantes morbos, quas Epidemias vocant, quorum alii communes quidem pluribus aut civitatibus aut regionibus sunt, sed non contagiosi, qui communes tantum dicunter; alii vero etiam contagiosi, id est qui semel in uno concepti absoue aeris dispositione illa communi contagionem in alium transferunt; atque hi non communes tantum dicunter, sed contagiosi simutl).
Such are the pestilent fevers of which the plague described by Thucydides, typhus fever and foot and mouth disease in cattle are examples.
Now what does Fracastor mean by the words " that disposition of the air which is known as common " ? He has perhaps here been too sparing of his words, at any rate for the reader of to-day. In his time, just as tha word seminaria would have recalled to contemporary physicians the semina of Lucretius, so the words " that disposition of the air which is known as common" would have been understood as referring to the miasmatic states of the atmosphere which were and had been for centuries regarded as causes of epidemics (the diseases called common). As I said just now, Fracastor was a man of few words. So when he does add a word he means something by it and does not throw it in merely as an embellishment or to lengthen out hlis sentences. He here writes " absqute aeris dispositione illa communi" and not "absque aeris communti dispositione." He would have made his words easier of interpretation if he had defined exactly what he meant by " communis ". In my view he was referring to the at that time generally held doctrine of the miasmatic origins of epidemic diseases, which origins, however, consist, he says a few lines further on, of (1) infections of the air itself; and (2) infections foreign to the air, which again are: (i) simple vapours; and (ii) germs of contagion.
When discussing the question of Fracastor's idea of contagion I said that he gradually built up his definition of it. And so also it is with his definition of epidemics according to their different causes. Fracastor, having stated in a few words that epidemic diseases can be divided into the non-contagious and the contagious, and that in the contagious class the germs may attack us from without, goes on to explain what he means by "from without ". "The most powerful cause of these contagions which come from without is the air" (harumn ergo contagionum qquae extrinsecus veniunt, potissima causa est aer), because not only is it the vehicle of infections (infectiones), both those peculiar to itself and those derived from foreign sources, but it is a necessity of life. This is almost a repetition of the words of the Hippocratic writer whom I shall refer to later. The air not only undergoes certain physical modifications which produce infections peculiar to itself but it also lets loose upon us extraneous infections, which may be either vapours (called simple by Fracastor) or the germs of contagion. The simple vapour, which is an infection, differs from the germs in that the former is a thing subject to change, not possessing the thick, stable and tenacious combination of the germs. The simple vapour can produce certain internal putrefactions of the body and is not contagious, but the germs can not only produce these effects, but can give rise to other germs to carry on the contagion. The noxious vapours and the germs can also be conveyed to us from water, marshes and other sources, as well as from the air; but the latter is the most common source.
Fracastor does not give us an example of an epidemic disease which he ascribed to a simple vapour. I suppose a good example would be the outbreak that occurred a few years ago in the valley of the Meuse, where several persons were afflicted by the inhalation of noxious fumes from factories, emitted while a certain peculiar disposition of the atmosphere prevailed. He probably would have included also epidemics in which the disease does not seem to spread from one person to another, but occurs in a sudden outburst over a limited period, such as may take place in malaria and the enteric fevers, especially in a limited, water-borne epidemic.
It is curious that Fracastor does not use the word miasm; nor did Lucretius before him. Yet it had been employed in the sense of atmospheric pollution by the writer of the book Breaths of the Hippocratic Collection, in which that cause of epidemic diseases is first put forward.
In connexion with epidemics due to germs Fracastor expressed the belief, which he exemplified in the case of syphilis, that the disease, which, he says, was already becoming less severe, would in the course of time die out, because the germs would become more feeble and less able to propagate themselves (II, 11 and 12).
To revert now to Fracastor's hypothesis of the spontaneous generation of a contagious disease. In the days before bacteriology, physicians were puzzled by and had difficulty in explaining the case of infectious disease which arose without the presence of a previous case. Such a case might and often did give rise to an epidemic. According to Fracastor some abnormal condition of the humours, such as an excess, a viciousness or an obstruction, gave rise to a deep-seated, foul and confined putrefaction in which germs of contagion arose. These germs could be passed on not only to persons in whom the same pathological changes had taken place but to those in a perfect state of health.
A simple vapour also might set up a spontaneous generation of germs in ab individual by bringing about the morbid states of the humours and the deep-seated putrefaction mentioned above. But the vapour never brought germs into the body.
The air, and also sometimes water, could be the source of germs, though Fracastor does not explain how germs arose in or got into those elements. Germs from the air and water could also invade the body and cause disease without the preliminary changes in the humours.
From all these passages I conclude that Fracastor had noticed that some epidemics had arisen apparently by spontaneous generation from a single person; the disease had then spread, by contagion, to other persons and so had become ;' common" to cities and districts; these epidemics are the contagious ones and are not due to particular dispositions of the air. He had also observed that other epidemics had involved cities and districts all at once without apparently having spread from person to person. These are the epidemics which are" merely common" and are not contagious, but are due to a particular disposition of the air (a miasm).
Yet contagion may also come from without to set up an epidemic, either in the form of germs or by means of a simple vapour exciting a deep-seated putrefaction in which germs arise. Those who read the epidemiological literature of about a hundred years ago will often come across the phrase " contingent contagion". When and where that phrase first arose I do not know, but the idea is the same as that of Fracastor explained above. By "contingent contagion " was meant that a disease not usually contagious became so in certain contingencies. For example a sudden outbreak of enteric fever, due to specifically infected water, may occur. The infection of the water may be heavy but may last only for a short time. A certain number of people will be infected straight away through drinking the water. The supply of infected water is cut off, yet after the lapse of the incubation period of the disease other cases will, in certain circumstances, occur, due to direct infection from the first cases. The presumed certain circumstances may be overcrowding, want of fresh air, lack of nursing, and so forth. In pre-bacteriological days the sudden outbreak was attributed to a miasm, the secondary cases to a contagious principle (Fracastor's sen,inaria), which had developed under the influence of the contingent circumstances. But although Fracastor's hypothesis of the secondary origin of contagion is exactly that of the "contingent contagionists", except as regards the seminaria, I have never met in their writings any reference to his teaching. It is a curious fact also that when the doctrine of the contagium vivum was resuscitated about a century ago the revivalists never referred to Fracastor's views on the subject, because, I am convinced, that they had never heard of them. From what I have said I think it will be agreed that Fracastor is entitled to a very prominent place in the history of epidemiology. He was the first man to recognize that contagion played an important part in the phenomena, of epidemics. Before his time that factor had either been ignored altogether or had been allotted a very humble role. In advancing its claims, however, it was incumbent upon him to explain its modes of action; hence his conception of the seminaria, which, in their functions at any rate, so closely resemble the micro-organisms which have been discovered during the last sixty or seventy years. Amongst the qualities with which Fracastor endowed the semincaria was the important one of specificity; for upon the specificity of the germs depends the specificity of the diseases of which they are the essential causes.
It is not to be counted against Fracastor that he continued to believe in spontaneous generation and the miasmatic origin of some epidemics, and that he relied upon the teachings of astrology. The two first-named beliefs were not to be upset by the limited science of those days. As for astrology, that was to him a wellestablished science, by the rules of which events could be foretold, including the occurrence of epidemics. But the immediate cause of theqe predicted epidemics was the particular disposition of the heavens, especially the conjunctions of the planets; and even such events gave rise to epidemics not directly but indirectly, by generating noxious vapours in the air or earth. There was to Fracastor and his contemporaries nothing mysterious in such happenings. As I have pointed out, Fracastor was entirely opposed to an appeal to the occult.
He who is unacquainted with the history of epidemiology might be tempted to draw the conclusion, on first becoming acquainted with Fracastor's teachings, that modern doctrine derived directly from his, which has been only strengthened by the knowledge gradually acquired by bacteriologists and epidemiologists. It is sad, however, to have to state that such is not the case. Fracastor was a pioneer who was much in advance of his time, and the work of such men is very often forgotten. He originated the idea that the essential cause of infection was a living organism, or at any rate a something endowed with all the properties of life as we of to-day recognize it. That idea did indeed persist for about 250 to 260 years, by the end of which period it had ceased to exist, to be revived after another forty or fifty years. It is noteworthy that Fracastor's conception of something that was beyond the ken of the senses was, in spite of the invention of the microscope about the beginning of the seventeenth century, replaced by the notion that the living agent of infection was far from being of SO minute an order, and various insects were invested with the fateful honour, not only by the last upholders of the doctrine in the eighteenth century but by those who revived it in the second quarter of the nineteenth. The term "insect", I may say, had a very wide signification. One writer (Richard Bradley, in 1721) included in it gastro-intestinal worms.
The doctrine of specificity suffered the same fate. It was never held very firmly; still it was held by a few, to be, however, rejected towards the end of the eighteenth century; to be revived and again rejected in the first half before being finally established about the middle of the nineteenth.
Why did Fracastor's hypothesis of the minute, invisible agents of infection fall into oblivion so soon as it did ? In my opinion it failed to receive a more lasting acceptance because, f6rst, it was novel and difficult to understand; and, secondly, a more important reason, observers were led by such discoveries as that of the relation of the acarus to scabies, to look for something living of the nature of an insect, whether seen by the unaided eye or by the help of the microscope.
The contents of Fracastor's two other books, those on contagious diseases and their treatment, hardly fall within the scope of this paper. I may, however, add to what I have said earlier, that in the latter work he distinguisbes between the curative and prophylactic treatment of infectious diseases, though he does not enter into any details concerning the latter methods, but contents himself with the statement that if the physician thoroughly studies the therapeutic he will have no difficulty in understanding the prophylactic measures (III, 1). He claims that his therapeutic treatment, which is concentrated on the destruction of the germs, is entirely new and has not been derived from the ancients (III, 1). He is emphatic on the infectiousness of phthisis; and it is possibly the result of his teaching that that disease continued to be regarded and treated as infectious in Italy, Spain and the adjoining districts of France, at a time when the very mention of its infectivity was looked upon almost with scorn by the physicians of our own country.
